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About This Software

The new VEGAS Movie Studio 16 Platinum Steam Edition offers complete freedom for you to explore your most creative
ideas for your gaming videos. Those also require great audio, so you also get Music Maker for composing great custom

soundtracks even if you're not a musician.

The perfect introduction to the world of video production: As part of the VEGAS family, VEGAS Movie Studio uses the same
technology that powers VEGAS Pro, the fastest and most flexible video editing program on the market.

Video production with VEGAS Movie Studio 16 Platinum

Discover all the powerful tools you need for intuitive movie editing in a logical, fully customizable user interface. With precise
motion tracking and flexible Bézier masking, you can add effects to highlight objects in your gaming video. Multicam editing
and picture-in-picture tools allow you to combine facecam and gameplay for your Let's Plays like a pro. Turn your next video

project into a captivating adventure with comprehensive color correction, image stabilization, and other professional-level
special effects and filters. With VEGAS Movie Studio Platinum Steam Edition, you have the perfect creative companion for

your Let's Plays.

Share your results
As soon as you've finished editing your video, you can easily share it from directly within VEGAS Movie Studio. Use the

program wizards to quickly upload your videos and gameplays to Facebook, YouTube, and Vimeo. VEGAS Movie Studio 16
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Platinum Steam Edition  automatically uploads your video in the best format for the platform you select. So what are you
waiting for? Share your video with the world!

Highlights

 Mode-based workflows for fast & easy video editing

 5 steps to complete videos with new Guided Video Creator

 Unique interactive storyboard editing

 Precise motion tracking

 World-class video stabilization

 Flexible Bézier masking

 Complete 360° editing workflow

 Tons of video effects and transitions presented in a clear interface

 Goodbye to long rendering times: Advanced hardware acceleration

 Powerful picture-in-picture editing

 Instant freeze frame function for still shots & thumbnails

 Advanced Audio Editing with powerful audio tools and the highest audio resolution

Make music with Music Maker

Compose your custom sound with Music Maker. Accompany your gaming videos with epic sounds, killer beats or thundering
guitar sound. Choose from a wide range of audio building blocks for beats, bass, melody, vocals, rap, and more. You can also

connect your microphone, USB keyboard, or MIDI device and create your own recordings. The perfect complement to an
amazing video is equally amazing original music, and Music Maker gives you all the tools you need to create it.
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Title: VEGAS Movie Studio 16 Platinum Steam Edition
Genre: Audio Production, Video Production
Developer:
MAGIX Software GmbH
Publisher:
MAGIX Software GmbH
Release Date: 14 Mar, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: 64-bit Microsoft® Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1, or Windows 10

Processor: 2 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Storage: 1500 MB available space

Sound Card: Windows-compatible sound card

English,French,German,Polish
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vegas movie studio 16 platinum steam edition. vegas movie studio 16 platinum steam edition review

So I'm gonna give you my honest review here: In my opinion, Movie Studio 16 does NOT cut it well for a video editing
software. I've been using Movie Studio since 13 came out, and I absolutely fell in love with it back then. Easier to use than
Adobe, rendering times were pretty decent, no lagging, etc. I skipped over 14 due to the negative reviews I had been seeing, but
jumped straight into 15 when it first launched. Again I fell in love with it for a long time while I was using it and was totally into
it for awhile!

Then something happened in 15. I never could figure it out, but I still believe some update they released totally ruined the way it
performed on my machine. The preview video became a nuisance to use, video edits lagged like crazy, and it crashed.
CONSTANTLY. I was so disappointed because I totally planned to use 15 for as long as I could until the next release, and it
totally ruined it. For those interested, here are my current specs I use and have used for awhile now:

i7-4790K 4ghz
16GB Ram DDR4
GTX 1080 11gb Video RAM
Windows 10 Current Build
SOLID STATE EVERYTHING (3 drives, one for games\/files, one for OS\/major programs, and one for recorded videos)

These current specs work flawlessly with Adobe Premiere. I can edit without issues, no crashing, video preview ACTUALLY
previews without lag, and all is well in the world.

FAST FORWARD to Movie Studio 16. I had some hopes that this would be the fix all for the issues I have been having in the
past. I bought the platinum version, booted it up, and continued to be hopeful. Upon writing this review I put a total of 6 hours
into the program, and about 5 of those hours were me trying to figure out why I couldn't even render the welcome video that is
graciously provided for by the developers. 40 seconds of video, and it freezes at complete random intervals while rendering
(5%, 16%, 29%, and the farthest I managed to get was 72%). If it doesn't freeze, then it just completely crashes and I cannot do
anything with it. I then tried to make my own 5 minute video to see the results of that, and low and behold the same thing
occurred! I can't even render a simple 5 minute video, with light editing at 720p 30fps, something that premiere would've
finished in a heartbeat. WHAT IS GOING ON HERE?!?!

Developers, I really really really really want to like this software like I did back when Movie Studio 13 came out. I really do. But
if I can't manage to get past the simple rendering issues I am having then how can I make my YouTube videos the way I want? I
have gone through everything, even as far as just doing a complete hard drive wipe of all Movie Studio settings and starting
from a fresh system. Nothing has prevailed, so I'm calling it quits with it. I don't really want to use Premiere, but the one thing it
has going for me is that it actually works, so until a better cheaper alternative is introduced to me, I'm sticking with it.

Rereading this review saddens me greatly. I have always loved Movie Studio and Sony Vegas Pro. But this... Just no.

Unfortunately because I have exceeded the 2 hours of playtime, I cannot refund this. So this will be the last time I am burned by
Movie Studio.. a bit unstable for me . Many crash with composite video . I try to fix it but cant so for me is a 50 % .. Clumsy
and too pricy. Requested for the refund. Too many bugs and out dated UI.. I'd like to start this review with something I learned
about buying online software and reviews. Reviews on games are generally straight forward, most people will have no problems
figuring out how the controls work (unless its a really, really, poorly developed game), and the reviews are more focused on
game play, storytelling, ect. Sometimes you'll have reviews like "GRR GAME TOO HARD GAME BAD!", and the general
public would just think that persons bad at the game, and not that the game is bad. Now, when it comes to software I've learned
its the opposite. When it comes to something that reflects a persons artistic\/creative ability, people are much more likely to put
the blame on the product instead of their inability to create or lack of knowledge on how to use the software. So please take the
negative reviews with a grain of salt when your looking at buying something such as this. That being said S16 has problems of
its own, but the pros out weight the cons.

I've been looking for a video editing software that wouldn't break the bank or that was too cheap. I've had S16 Platinum on my
wishlist for sometime and decided to buy it when it went on sale. I was skeptical to buy it because of the reviews on the previous
version. Steam only gives you two hours to play something before it is non refundable, so i only barely skimmed the surface and
chickened out and ended up returning it. Afterwards I desperately tried to find another software to use, but there was nothing
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that fit that price point i was looking to spend, so I decided to give it another try and if I lost my money, oh well. After getting
some practice and watching a some Youtube tutorial videos, Movie Studio 16 Platinum is a BEAST for the price. You can do
some pretty incredible stuff once you know what you're doing. I've spent the last week playing around making videos and
absolutely love it! If you're willing to put the time in and figure out how it works, you wont regret it. If you've never done any
video editing before and buy it and expect to make epic animations\/videos with tons of layers and effects without any
experience you're gonna have a bad time and get frustrated. Here are some pros and cons that I've gathered with the time I've
spent on Vegas MS 16 Platinum:

Pros:
- Plenty of tools and effects. For the mid-tier version you'll get plenty of effects and tools that will bump your videos to the next
level. This product is great if you're trying to get away from having to use free video editing software.
- The UI is fairly friendly and even with next to no experience you'll be making videos in no time. However I highly recommend
youtubing some guides. Not that S 16 doesn't explain things well, but more practice and studying = you understanding it much
quicker.
- Multiple versions. There are several versions that fit your individual needs. There is a low\/medium\/high tier, each of which
are different and come with more tools depending on which one you purchase. This may seem frustrating, but it beats having to
drop $200 or more on some program that all you'll only end up using to trim and use a few effects on. I bought the $45 version
(which was on sale, i believe its normally $70ish), which is a steal in my opinion.
- One time purchase. My biggest requirement I was looking for was that it had to be one time purchase. Monthly subscriptions
are wonderful if you only want to use it for a bit, but not spend a grand on some software you're not going to be using it all the
time. Now it seems you no longer have the choice to either buy the software for full price value or rent it monthly, its all just
subscription based now. I hate the idea of never owning the product and I'm just "renting it", for a monthly subscription. With S
16 Platinum: you buy it, its yours.

Cons:
-The price. I said earlier that the price was a steal for $45. The non sale price for this version is $70, which I think isn't too bad,
but if the price was lowered just a little I think more people would consider buying it.
-Crashes. I have only ran into a few crashes in my 45 hours of playtime. One of the features Is that each time you make a
change the program saves the file, but unfortunately that was that the case for me. I don't lose much progress but it was still
frustrating.
-Adding in pictures. This was really frustrating for me, and i spent many hours trying to resolve this issue with no luck, but
fortunately I figured it out. When you add in a picture, for whatever reason it adds the image in the "picture in picture" layer,
which will leave part of the image cropped off. The image needs to be in a video layer, click the crop\/pan icon, then right click
match source aspect ratio. I asked several other people if they had the issue with photos automatically being dropping into the
picture in picture layer, but it seems its only me. However, if you don't match source aspect ratio on an image, if you try to
move around it will most likely have a very limited range of where you can move it before it gets cut off. If this is a bug for S16
Platinum I would like to see it fixed, it's highly confusing for new people who are not familiar with S16.

All this being said, Vegas Studio 16 Platinum is great and I highly recommend it to anyone who wants to take their movies to the
next level. Even if you miss the sale, it's still worth it at full price!

This is a little off topic and more of a rant than a review, but:

Don't try and run this off a 2001 dell optiplex with a duo-core processor with 2g of ram. Yes, there are some people running into
legit problems, but while i was looking for a solution to one of my problems I would encounter threads like "Why does S16 keep
crashing?!", and list their specs of their ancient desktop. You will have bad time running this on something that doesn't meet the
required specs, period. The render times will be insane if you do so. It will crash a ton and you will encounter tons of problems.
Don't run it if it doesn't meet the required specs!

Please be more clear on steam to users on what they're buying from each version. Please add something like this that you have
on your website (https:\/\/www.vegascreativesoftware.com\/us\/vegas-movie-studio\/product-comparison\/)
It was difficult to tell what exactly I was getting from the version I bought, so I had to tab out of steam and do research online.
Oh woe is me, I had to tab our and look online boo hoo. I know it seems silly and a little over dramatic, but I think some people
would get confused and not think to look online, and just decide not to buy it because they're unsure what they'll get.
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The official website (https:\/\/www.vegascreativesoftware.com\/us\/) is highly buggy. When I was doing research or looking for
questions on the forums, I would encounter dead end links provided by admins themselves, or insane loading times. The surface
of the page is fine, but as you dig deeper you'll start to notice images not loading in properly (or at all), and some official pages
just timing out. I'm assuming the server is located in the US, so I have no clue why each people takes a good 10+ seconds to
load.

The basic version is $50 ($35 on sale). The basic version is a VERY bare boned version of S16 Platinum, it lacks too many
features to justify the price. Allow more video\/audio layers, add a few effects\/transitions. No one will want to upgrade to next
version after spending $50 on something that only allows a few video layers, especially considering there are a few free
programs that do that. If the entry S16 was, lets say, normally 35$ and 20$ on sale, I could see much more people buying it and
later upgrade to the next version. $50 is just too high for something that lacks so much compared to the other versions.

Some of this may seem a little harsh, but I only say it because I really enjoy S16 and want other people to buy it too. I think
people are feeding in to the negative reviews a little too much instead of giving it a chance.. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 this
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing piece of junk, it's a scam. dON'T BUY. I'll boycott this software for ages.

Edit: for the hard drive export to crash, just go to steam launch options, type in

USE7AVAILABLECORES or any number really 1 minus the amount of cores you already have. Easy :D
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